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Abstract

As a result of efforts by various scholars (including one of the authors, A.K.A)
initiated back in 1978, a new mechanics known as hadronic mechanics has
recently reached axiomatic and operational maturity.By using these results, R. M.
Santilli and D. D. Shillady have recently presented a covering of quantum
chemistry under the name of hadronic chemistry whose main hypothesis is that
a pair of valence electrons bond themselves into a singlet quasi-particle state
called isoelectronium with charge -2e, spin 0, magnetic moment 0 and radius
6.8x10-ll cm, which moves around the two nuclei with an oo-shaped orbit.
Subsequently, Santilli has submitted the theoretical prediction as well as a
number of independent experimental verifications of the existence of a new
chemical species proposed under the name of magnecules whose bonds are
due to the magnetic moments of polarized orbits of the isoelectronium. In
particular, Santilli has presented preliminary calculations according to which the
latter magnetic moment for the case of the hydrogen molecule is 1,316 bigger than
the magnetic moment of the nucleus (the proton). Without any consideration on
the merit of hadronic chemistry, in this note we present independent calculations
which confirm the above numerical estimate, yielding a value of the ratio of the
magnetic moment of the polarized isoelectronium orbit in the ground state of the
hydrogen atom and the proton magnetic moment of the order of 1,314 - I,315, thus
confirming the possibility of Santilli5 magnecules.
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1. THE NEW HADRONIC CHEMISTRY.

In preceding articles [1,2] R. M. Santitli and D. D. Shillady have iutroduced

u o** covering of quantum chemistry called hadroni,c chemi'stry which in-

troduces a new strong force due to the deep mutual overlapping of the

wavepackets of the valence electrons when in singlet coupling at distances

of the order of 1 fm or less. These effects are absent in quantum mechanics

and chemistry. The construction of the new isochemistry was permitted

by the preceding achievement of the hadronic generalization of quantum

mechanics [3,4].
Like hadronic mechanics, hadronic chemistry too has three branches

called ,iso-, geno- and, hyper-chemistry which a.re based on new correspond-

ing mathematics called iso-, geno-, and hypermathemati,cs constructed for

deeper studies of reversible molecular structures, irreversible chemical reac-

tions and multi-valued irreversible biological systems, respectively. In this

paper we study molecular structures and, therefore, we shall solely consider

isochemistry.
One of the most important applications of these deveiopments in chem-

istry has been the construction of a basically novel isochemical model of the

hyd,rogen and, other molecules which is essentially based on the assumption

that two valence electrons from two different atoms bond themselves into a
singlet quasi-particle state at distances ofthe order of 1 frn called isoelectro'

niim,which orbits around the two nuclei according to the typical oa'shaped

orbit of planets in binary systems, with the two branehes having opposite

rotational directions.
The most important characteristics of the Santilli-Shillady isoelectron-

ium are: charge -2e, mass 2m" spin 0, magnetic moment 0, and effective

radius 6.8. 10-11 cm A, 0.013 bohrs.
The above new model has permitted the apparent resolution of at least

some of the insufficiencies of the current model of molecular bonds (see

[1,2,5]). The new approach explains the nature of valence bond in molecules,

girr"r'rr,r*erical repiesentations of binding energies, eiectric and magnetic

moments which are accurate to the seventh digit, and permits accurate

thermochemical calculations. Also, it has been proved that computer cal-

culations in isochemistry can converge at least 1,000 times faster than the
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conventional ones. Due to the opposite directional motion of the isoelec-

tronia in the two oo-branches of their orbits, the new isochemical model of
molecular structures prevents a net magnetic polarity with a well defined
non-null magnetic moments, in agreement with experimental evidence'

2. THE NOTION OF MAGNECULES

A significant application of the new isochemical model of molecular bonds

has been the recent theoretical prediction by R. M. Santilli [5] and experi-
mental verification by various independent laboratories on the existence of
a new chemi,cal spec'ies, he called magnecule.s to distinguish them from the
ordinary "molecules", where the first term refers to clusters of molecules

and atoms under a new bond solely of magnetic type, while the latter refer

to clusters of atoms solely under valence bond.
In Ref. [5], Santilli has conjectured that the magnecules originate from

the magnetic moments of the polarized orb'its of the isoelectronia, and cannot
be due to other forces, such as the magnetic moments of nuclei (because

they are too week and at too large inter-atomic distances) or to electric
polarizability [because too weak as well as lacking sufficient stability).

Note that the intrinsic magnetic moments of the valence electrons do not
contribute to the bond here considered because, when bound into the iso-

electronium, the valence electrons acquire an identically null total magnetic
moment due to their singlet state at short distances.

The main point in Santiffi's prediction of the magnecules [5] is the fol-
lowing. Orbital magnetic moment of the isoelectronium result to be much
bigger than those of nuclei (by reminding again that the intrinsic electron
magnetic moment cannot be considered for the isochemical model).

In particular, Santilli [5] has presented the preliminary estimate that
the magnetic moment of one abranch of the polarized orbit of the isoelec-

tronium in the hydrogen molecule is 1,316 times bigger than the intrinsic
magnetic moment of the hydrogen nucleus (proton)

Fisoelectrcnium f Pwoton' : 1, 316' (1)

The above value is important because, in view of its high character,
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the existence of magnecules is merely consequential. Moreover, the large
literature existing in quantum mechanics and chemistry treats nuclear and
electron magnetic moments in great details, but does not appear to treat the
magnetic moment of the polarized orbits of valence electrons (because these
orbits generally have a spherical distribution thus without any well defined
magnetic orbit). In view of these occurrences, Santil[ [5] has solicited an
independent verification of value (1).

3. MAGNETIC MOMENT OF POLARIZED ISOELECTRON-
IUM ORBITS.

Without any intent in entering into the merits of hadronic mechanics and
chemistry and their applications, the scope of this note is to provide an inde-
pendent verification bf the important numerical value (1) and to initiate its
more accurate calculation. Due to the magnitude of ratio (1), our verifica-
tion can provide evident credibility to the existence of Santilli's magnecules,
and their applications currently under way at various industries (see, e.g.,
Web site [6]). Our calculations are also preliminary and in need of various
refinements due to complex orbital effects and other aspects. The latter
more refined calculations a.re under study and they will be presented in a
subsequent paper.

As indicated earlier, the total intrinsic magnetic moment of the two
valence electrons rts is zero in the singlet state of the isoelectronium. For
this reason the only non-vanishing magnetic moment of the isoelectronium
arises from its orbital motion as a particle of charge -2e.

In this section we estimate the orbital magnetic moment p; for such
system. We compare numerically two entities, the isoelectronium magnetic
moment pt : lFil and the nuclear magnetic moment p1. for the case of the
hydrogen atom. In this case, the latter is evidently the magnetic moment
of the proton.

We estimate numerically the orbital magnetic moment caused by a par-
ticle of charge -2e, spin zero and zero intrinsic magnetic moment moving
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in the state with non-vanishing angular momentum in the }f--[ke atom.
Let us consider the model of two particles system with charges q - -2e

and Q : *e and masses 2m (m is the mass of electron) and M (mass of
the proton), respectively. If the system is bounded into an atom, i.e., the
binding energy of system is negative, E I 0, then each particle moves on
closed paths (in this first study assumed to be a circle for simplicity with
corrections studied in future papers).

The magnetic moment p, of. a charged particle is, by definition,

1 ,--
*Qlr 'uJ,

(2)

where F : 6 is 3-velocity of the particl" (g,2rn), square parentheses [,]
denotes vector product, and c is velocity of light in vacuum. Then, for the
case of the isoelectronium, we have

ll ,r- -,PL: 
4n-LclLr,P)1.

(3)

Here, B-is momentum of the particle (-2",2m). It can be easily shown that
the velocity d is equal to velocity of the electron, u" : p"/m in the hydrogen
atom, but its momentum p is twice that of the electron p, for the case of
the isoelectronium. We assume that r : rBt where the radius of first Bohr's
orbit, ra:0.529.10-8 cm. Elementary calculations give the value

Fr, : L.854' 10-20 er g f Gauss.

Let us note that if orbital momentum L : llr-,p]l : 2h, then for the
magnetic moment Ft of the particle (-2e,2m) we obtain, again, the value
1.854. 10-20 erg/Gauss. Then the value p; is expressed in terms of Bohr's
magneton, FB: ehl(2mc), where h: 1.055'L0-27 erg's is the Dirac action
constant. We obtain in this way again value (4), i.e.,

FL :2pa :2'0.927' 10-20 : 1.854' 10-20erg/Gauss.

(4)

(5)

Now we compare pr. to the intrinsic magnetic moment FN of the roton
for which we have FN:2.793.5.05.10-24 = 1.41 .10-23 erg/Gauss. The
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ratio l),Lf p,1,, is then equal to pr,lpN: 1314.8 = 1315. More accurately, we

can obtain this value via the expression

2.ehlQmc)prlpN -- (5.5855/2)eh,lQM c)

where g:5.5855 is well ,known g-factor of the
Then, we have

wltrr,t: 1836'4/5.5855 : 1,314.8 (7)

which is very close to value (1) obtained by Santilli, Ref. [S], 
pq. (2.9), p.

813.
If we take into account the magnetic moment of the proton, Pffiu', arising

from its orbital motion around the center of mass for the (electron * proton)

system, we obtain the ratio tUl t ffM' as squared ratio of mass of proton to
mass of electron, namely,

:;H), (6)

proton and Mf m: 1836.

ltr. / M\2w:\*)
Taking into account that Mfm:L836 we get

tffiu'ltrw: a(mlM)lg:0'zt6(*lM) = 3'9'10-4 < 1

(8)

(e)

(10)

. Hence, the resulting total magnetic moment of the proton i. /rn, + pffibu' *
l-ry = 1.4 . 10-23 erg/Gauss. We obtain in this case the value

Wlpx = 1,315

which is also very close to value (1).

Our study therefore confirms that the magnetic moment of the polarized

orbits of a particle with charge -2e, spin zero and magnetic moment zero

in the ground state of the hydrogen atom.is

Lrt : L.854't}-2oergf Gauss, (1 1)

which results to be 1,315 times bigger than the intrinsic magnetic moment

of the proton, FN = 1.47.10-23 erg/Gauss, thus supporting the plausibility
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of Santilli's magnecules.
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